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Meet the supreme Gautama Buddha, the elephant-headed Hindu god Ganesa, and Chang O--the Lunar Toad who is
Chinese goddess of the Moon. Journey to the sacred Cambodian ruins of Angkor and golden Mount Meru, home of the
Hindu gods. Discover myths like the Stone and the Banana of Indonesian origin and the Indian Churning of the Ocean of
Milk, and explore archetypal themes such as the hero quest, sacrifice, and descent to the underworld. Myth expert David
Leeming plumbs the exotic depths of Eastern spirituality to present a vivid portrait of the many mythologies of the Asian
continent. In handy A to Z format, here are the stories of the revered deities, sacred places, key events and epics, and
recurring themes and traditions that make up the rich and varied fabric of Asian mythology. Entries address the key
mythologies of the regions we now call India, China, Tibet, Central Asia, Southeast Asia, and Japan. Throughout, an
extensive network of cross-references highlights the diversity, interrelatedness, and complex beauty of Asia--allowing
readers to pursue a particular trail of inquiry or read straight through the compelling entries. Broad overviews of specific
cultures and their mythic traditions round out the coverage.
One of the three great gods of Hinduism, Siva is a living god. The most sacred and most ancient book of India, "The Rg
Veda," evokes his presence in its hymns; Vedic myths, rituals, and even astronomy testify to his existence from the dawn
of time. In a lively meditation on Siva--based on original Sanskrit texts, many translated here for the first time--Stella
Kramrisch ponders the metaphysics, ontology, and myths of Siva from the Vedas and the Puranas. Who is Siva? Who is
this god whose being comprises and transcends everything? From the dawn of creation, the Wild God, the Great Yogi,
the sum of all opposites, has been guardian of the absolute. By retelling and interweaving the many myths that keep Siva
alive in India today, Kramrisch reveals the paradoxes in Siva's nature and thus in the nature of consciousness itself.
What is (real) Hinduism? The simple answer is that there is no ‘simple answer’. We know Hinduism as the most ancient,
complex and fascinating religion of humankind. It may also be the least understood due to bewildering variety of its
thought processes, which are both original and sublime. An attempt has been made in the book to present a short and
simplified, yet comprehensive view of Hinduism – its culture and civilization. The vast range of Hindu gods and
goddesses is fully explored. It is considered that after going through the book, aam admi (layman) would be greatly
informed about Hinduism; and Hindus will feel empowered about their religion. The book will be of special interest to
NRIs, especially of the second generation, in search of their roots. For everyone else, including the foreigners, there is a
fascinating story waiting to be discovered. The second half of the book relates to study of the Hindu military value system
from the earliest times of mythology to the present times. Issues of Hindu military mindset and 750 years of unending
slavery are covered in detail. The causes for the Hindu military defeats are analyzed with an extraordinary degree of
candor; the conclusions reached shatter many a prevalent myth. The causes for Hindu military defeats lay in their mind,
rather than in their muscle.
Hinduism is not a religion in the stricktest sense of the term, but it is a way of life. A religion is that which has one
religious book and one founder like Christianity and Islam. When we look at Hinduism it is like a vast and huge banyan
tree, under which many religions took their root and prospered. If such religions could not make much headway or
declined, it was not due to Hinduism, but due to their own limitations and deficiencies. In this book, I have laid stress on
some exclusive characteristic features of Hinduism which distinguish it from other religions, though some fundamental
traits are common to almost all the religions. I have tried my best to avoid controversial topics, especially that create
dissensions amongst other religions but, even then, some references were unavoidable. But there is no overt or covert
intention to deride and demean any religion. When salient features of a religion are mentioned, comparison cannot be
avoided, nor even over looked, as comparative study enables us to discern between good and bad.
"A beautifully designed volume that provides in-depth information about religions of the world. Features over 3,500
entries and 32 pages of color art and maps. Developed in cooperation with Encyclopædia Britannica."
The Malay World (Alam Melayu), spanning the Malay Peninsula, much of Sumatra, and parts of Borneo, has long
contained within it a variety of populations. Most of the Malays have been organized into the different kingdoms (kerajaan
Melayu) from which they have derived their identity. But the territories of those kingdoms have also included tribal
peoples - both Malay and non-Malay - who have held themselves apart from those kingdoms in varying degrees. In the
last three decades, research on these tribal societies has aroused increasing interest.This book explores the ways in
which the character of these societies relates to the Malay kingdoms that have held power in the region for many
centuries past, as well as to the modern nation-states of the region. It brings together researchers committed to
comparative analysis of the tribal groups living on either side of the Malacca Straits - in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
and Singapore. New theoretical and descriptive approaches are presented for the study of the social and cultural
continuities and discontinuities manifested by tribal life in the region.
Lord Shiva lives in Kailash (a mountain in Himalayas) with Goddess Parvathi, Lord Ganesha and Lord Karthikeya. His
vehicle known as Nandi which is bull and serves as Shiva's mount. Because of the relation of Shiva with an animal he
named as Pasupati or Pashupati or lord of cattle. The bull represents him a Dharma Devata as a protector of
Dharma.God Shiva is three-eyed deity. He controls the Ganges flow through his matted hair. Lord Shiva wear mala of
five serpents, a garland of skulls and a skull bracelet as his lovable ornaments. He cover himself in ashes. He has Trisula
and Damaru. He has a crescent moon on his head and a Trisula in the right lower arm. Because of having third eye, he is
also known as Trilochana.Because of wearing a sacred Ganges he is also known as the Gangadhara means bearer of
Ganga. The flow of the Ganges from the matted hair of Lord Shiva represents the nectar of immortality. Lord Shiva is
often shown have seated on a tiger skin. Having seats on the tiger's skin indicates that Lord Shiva has conquered lust.
God Shiva always wear garlanded of serpents known as Nagendra Haara. Wearing snakes denotes the wisdom and
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eternity.He holds deer on his one hand which indicates that he has not Chanchalata in his mind showing maturity and
firmness to whole world.Lord Shiva have his most essential weapon (called Trident or Trishula) in his right hand
represents the three Gunas Rajas, Tamas and Sattva. It is considered that he rules the world through these three
Gunas.He has a small Damaru in his left hand which represents OM which is origin of all languages are. It acts as an
attribute in his famous dancing representation called Nataraja.Lord Shiva has a big group of "Bhutagana" who lives in
Kailash with Shiva. It is considered that the Ganesha (son of Lord Shiva) was chosen the leader of all Gana by Shiva. So,
Lord Ganesha is also called Ganapati or lord of the Ganas.This book presents the following interesting stories of Lord
Shiva.1. Introduction to Lord Shiva2. Lord Shiva and Goddess Sati3. Lord Shiva weds Goddess Parvati4. Who is the
Greatest God ?5. Lord Shiva and River Ganga6. Shiva's Dance7. Parvati as The FisherWoman8. Lord Shiva and
Arjuna9. Lord Shiva and Markandeya10. Lord Shiva and Andhakasura11. Destruction of Tripura by Lord Shiva12. Shiva
As Neelkantha13. Hanuman - An avatar of Lord Shiva14. Ravana and Lord Shiva15. Lord Shiva and Demon
Apasmara16. Little Facts about Lord Shiva17. Worship of Lord Shiva for Sixteen Mondays18. Chandra Shekharar - Moon
ornamented Lord19. Ardhanarishvara20. Bhikshatanar : The Lord who asks for alms21. Lord Shiva and Sudarshana
Disc22. Elephant's death by Lord Shiva23. Nataraja - The King of Dance24. Lord Shiva and Narasimha25. The Story of
Shiva Lingam26. Veda and Bhilla27. Kotwal of Kashi28. Varanasi and Lord Shiva29. Meaning of the word - "Shiva"30.
Relationship of Rudra with Agni31. Forms of Lord Shiva and depictions32. God Shiva as a Lingam33. Avatars of Lord
Shiva34. The five mantras of Lord Shiva35. Maha Shivaratri36. Origin and Birth of Lord Shiva37. Lord Shiva's Family38.
How to Worship Lord Shiva39. Story of Bhasmasura40. The Tiger & the Bilva Leaves41. Lord Shiva and angry Goddess
Kali42. The Story of Amarnath cave43. Lord Shiva and Nandi Bull44. Why Lord Shiva covers His body with Ash?45.
Many forms of Lord Shiva46. Attributes of Lord Shiva47. The story of Nandi
This book presents multi-faceted images of religious experience in the Marathi-speaking region of India. In addition to Irawati
Karve's classic, "On the Road," about her pilgrimage to Pandharpur, there are three essays by Karve that appear in English for the
first time. Here is possession by gods and ghosts, an actual sermon by an inspired saint in the traditional bhajan style, and an
autobiographical account of the religious nationalism of the militant R.S.S. These are engaging, true-to-life accounts of the lives of
individual Hindus. Essays and imaginative literature, a poem, and a short story interplay the ideas, concepts, personalities,
practices, rituals, and deities of Hinduism in a surprisingly coherent manner.
In Hinduism, the Major three Gods are Lord Brahma - the God of Creation, Lord Vishnu - the God of Preservation and Lord Shiva the God of Destruction of all evil. Lord Brahma is married to Goddess Saraswathi; Lord Vishnu is married to Goddess Lakshmi and
Lord Shiva is married to Parvathi. These are a collection of stories from Hindu Puranas about how this came about.
This book is about philosophically decoding horoscope through the mythological stories of Nakshatras with a unique amalgamation
of medical astrology and D60. It is a humble attempt to introduce the eternal wisdom of various Vedic ideas, including Atman,
Paramatma, Karma and Dharma, from our sages. The author endeavors to explain cosmic energies in the universe but also show
how the teachings of the Vedas can be used to lead a blissful life amid the present-day chaos, stress and confusion. The
activation of Seven Human Chakras results in achieving everlasting, blissful life from the 'Cosmic energy' that enters the human
body, located along our spine, and explains how this 'cosmic energy' in the form of 'spectrum colors light' of varying wavelengths
resonate with each of the seven main Chakras of the human body. If Chakras are blocked or unbalanced, then it can lead to
diseases and create obstacles while realizing your dreams. It seems very unreasonable that one person enjoys good health and
wealth and the other suffers. Yes, there are very strong karmic reasons for the disease and misfortune. Prarabdh is the allotted
karma for this life, which we have carried forward from past lives in our body, mind, emotions and manifestations in the form of
electromagnetic waves around us, which are the karmic particles of past lives. This book is a very easy and handy guide for
everyone. Anyone can decode their horoscope by applying astrological principles with mythology. The intent of writing this book is
not to claim to change someone's future but to help nurture and transform a native's future by doing karmic deeds so that they can
sail through easily in their lives. This book is not about predictive astrology; it is about sharing the philosophy of life that one has to
adapt to lead a sin-free life.
"The Rig Veda is not only one of the oldest sacred scriptures of the world, but also one of the most misunderstood. Past
scholarship has dismissed the hymns of the Rig Veda as being expressions of a primitive animistic mentality that only rarely rose
to true spiritual and philosophical heights. David Frawley's book demonstrates that this judgmental view is ill-founded. His fine
renderings of select Vedic hymns bear witness to the fact that their composers were sages and seers--powerful poets who knew
the art of symbolic and metaphoric communication. The Vedic hymns give us a unique glimpse not into a primitive mentality but a
mentality and culture that revolved around the highest spiritual values and visions. This is an important and riveting book, ushering
in a new and sounder tradition of Vedic interpretation and scholarship." Georg Feuerstein
Many of us know about the ten avatars of Lord Vishnu famously known as Dasavataram. Most of us wonder does Lord Shiva also
have Avatars. If so, how many and what are they? Before answering this, let us first understand the meaning of Avatar.Avatar is a
sanskrit word for Incarnation or Manifestation. They are the direct descendents of God himself possessing most of his qualities
and powers. Few Avatars do not take birth from mother's womb but are direct manifestations based on the needs like Matsya,
Kurma, Varaha and Narasimha Avatars from Dasavataram. Whereas few avatars take birth through their mother's womb again
based on the need like Vamana, Parashurama, Rama and Krishna Avatars. No matter how various Avatars came into existence
they possess the divine qualities of Supreme Soul. It is believed that the Avatars that are direct manifestations have superior
powers compared to the Avatars that were manifested a level next to direct manifestation as they were born to Humans who are
next to Supreme soul.It is true that Lord Shiva, Parvati, Ganesha also have Avatars like Lord Vishnu. They take these Avatars to
uphold Dharma by removing evil forces on Earth as mentioned in Bhagavad Gita. As centuries passed these truths were lost in
time. This book is just a small effort to bring back the glory and the reason behind the Avatars of Lord Shiva. Coming to the
number of Avatars of Lord Shiva, they vary among various Hindu scriptures like Shivapuranam, Skandapuranam, Mahabharatam,
etc. The count varies from 64, 24, 19, etc. Few scriptures also include the famous 11 Rudra Avatars of Lord Shiva. Similarly, if we
trace back various Hindu scriptures, the Avatars of Lord Vishnu is not confined to number ten. The number of Vishnu Avatars also
vary from 10, 25, 24, etc. However, as time passed by only the ten Avatars became famous among various Avatars of Lord Vishnu
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which we today know them as Dasavataram.This book mainly concentrates on the famous ten Avatras of Lord Shiva. Anyone who
reads the stories related to Avatars of Lord Shiva on Mondays or Shivaratri or Kathika Pournami (Full moon day during Karthika
masam) or on any other auspicious day would yield enormous grace of Lord Shiva.
A matrix of Morality-wisdom Philosophy-insights, Diplomatic-cynicism, Common-sense impressions, Whimsy-freak notions,
Personal love-relations, Societal love-relations, War, Guerilla War, & Assassinations. New political-terminology and conceptions,
And much more for you, the story maker, to ponder, extract and catalyze into your very own allergy using your genius to flesh it
out, in your name, a legend of our time. Story-smiths will delight in the wisdom given in the various sections on love that may be
extracted here-from and fashion into a story line. A refreshing change of outlook on this subject both from society's point of view
and from the individual's intuitive instincts. The parabilic sections on Front Line War, Guerilla War and Assassination will offer the
story maker pause for thought on these subjects. The story maker's own abstraction and reworking of these new concepts will
leave ample scope for metamorphosis into ones own powerful narrative. The cynical section on diplomacy takes the subject to
new horizons that will lead one from fresh works in this subject thus adding modern scope to those works of Michiavelli. The story
maker's extraction, modification and reapplication of the various other sections of this work may possibly lead to new higher
ground in plot constructs. This book will both entertain and enlighten you. A revolutionary and extraordinary book that crosses the
boundaries of religion, philosophy, and intellectual thought with purity, lucidity, and protraction laid out in an order that allows full
scope of craft a blueprint for your own book in word erection. This book of 'parables' venerates the probity of extraordinary events
in the life and times of contemporary society and doings. It validates and encourages responsibility for creating your own truly
insightful work. The book requires some effort in understanding fresh ground breaking concepts and thus willingness to learn and
grasp new terminology.
For students seeking to understand what other religions believe and practice, and for small groups and churches who want to
become more effective in reaching those from other cultures and religions, Neighboring Faiths is an indispensable guide.

Hanuman ji (Sanskrit: Hanuman, Aanjney and Maruti) head of the most popular concepts and the most important persons
in the Indian epic Ramayana worship God (God's devotion to Hinduism). He is God known 11th Shiva Rudrawatar, most
powerful and intelligent according to some ideas. According to the Ramayana, they are very dear to Janaki. Receive the
gift of immortality to the seven sages on this earth, have them bajrangbali. Hanuman avatar happened to Lord Rama's
help. Hanuman are numerous stories prevalent G mighty. They way made the friendship of Sugriva with RAM and then
massaged demons with the help of apes, he is most famous. According to the accurate calculation of astrologers
Hanuman was born 1 crore 85 lakh 58 thousand 112 years ago, and morning yoga final phase Chaitra Purnima on
Tuesdays Chitra constellation and Capricorn ascendant in Tretayug according Locommanyta 6:03 pm in India today
Jharkhand state was in a cave in the small mountain village of herons name of Gumla district. these are known as
bajrangbali because their body Vj Was like. They are known as wind-son. Air or wind (wind god) was instrumental in
bringing Hanuman. Meaning of Marut (Sanskrit: Mrut) air. Nandan means son. According to Hindu mythology Hanuman
"Maruti" means "Marut son Nandan" (wind).Mahavir Hanuman is said to be the 11th Rudra Avatar of Lord Shiva and he is
the exclusive devotee of Lord Shri Ram. Hanuman ji took birth in the monkey caste. His mother's name is Anjana (Anjani)
and his father is Vanaraj Kesari. For this reason, they are called by names like Aanjaya and Kesarinandand etc. On the
other hand Hanuman ji is also called Pawan SonHanuman was also contribute Pawan Dev after birth. Once the king of
Ayodhya, Dasaratha were fire Putreshti with their wives. The fire was being a son. After the fire end Gurudeva gave a
little share in the offerings of sweet three queens.A portion of the pudding was a crow taking place along where Anjani
mother was doing penance. It's all God was going to Shiva and desire Vayu. Austerity that came when the task at hand
Anjana he assumed understand offering her Shiva. Similar offerings because of Hanuman was born.Understanding fruit
sun by HanumanFor after their birth to the day his mother fruit were they left the ashram. When hungry baby Hanuman
they consider fruit grow are sun began fly fishing in the sky. Wind also run very fast for their support. The sun god did not
burn them innocent child understand his fast. When Hanuman rushed to catch the sun, the time Rahu wanted to eclipse
the sun. Hanuman touched Rahu when the top of the sun, he ran scared out there. He "Devaraj to go and complain to
Indra! You had me on the sun and moon as a means to calm your apps. Today is the day of the moon when I saw they
were to suffer the sun second Rahu is going to catch the sun. " From listening to the Rahu were Indra nervous and with
him went toward the sun. Seeing Rahu Hanuman came down on the left Sun Rahu.
This magnificently illustrated study of a vast amount of South Asian animal stone sculptures provides an art history
covering almost four and a half thousand years, analyzing the art historical, archeological and cultural context of animals
in society.
After a Master's degree in Physics from the prestigious Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), I dived straight into a a world
of utter materialism for nineteen plus years working in information technology. Ran the corporate rat race by day, dabbled
in comfort zone spirituality by night. Engineer by trade, Analytical by mind, Wanderer by heart, Lost as a soul. I had my
separate material and spiritual worlds. Neatly compartmentalized and entered as per convenience. That was until I met
my spiritual Master, Mohanji and started travelling with Him. A journey of five years and counting that shook my
foundations. The worlds collided, went topsy-turvy, and spun out of control. Join me in my walk with a Master on the road
less traveled, expecting the unexpected, and making sense of the nonsense.
The Esoteric Codex: Demons and Deities of Wind and Sky collects curated articles regarding demons and deities, gods
and goddesses, of the wind and the sky.
The Meghaduta of Kalidasa, taken to be a lyrical gem on its discovery in the West, continues to be a classic. Contrary to
the opinion in India which lauds this text as the culmination of a poetic use of words for their music in a conventional
sense, the poem can now be taken to be a wonderful amalgamation of the use of the hard and the soft words in a use of
diction and phraseology. It is, however, in the picturesque quality of his images apprehended in wonderful structural
design that the poem comes to achieve its unequalled unity of effect. Born of the compelling impact of a single mood
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captured variously in both the sections of the poem, this work of art remains distinguished for ever for readers down the
ages to the present. As simple prose translations of the poem fail to approximate its effect for obvious reasons, an
attempt has been made here to apprehend something of the beauty of the poem in Sanskrit in a translation into English
in vers libre. Such an attempt, it is hoped, comes half way to meet the expectations of the modern reader of poetry, who
does not know Sanskrit in particular, to lead him to respond to one of the most beautiful poems ever written. It may
augment further authentic response to a classic in our study of literature in the global context as well.
Sikh identity involves intermeshing of several historical and present strands of consciousness. As in other religions, the
situation of Sikh women and their experiences are conditioned by multiple factors including identity, socio-economic
status, and the political context. The collection focuses on three distinct themes texts, conditions of Sikh women in India,
and women in diasporic contexts dealing with women's lives and religious experiences. The essays discuss the way
aesthetics and religion merges in the unitary experience of the sacred in Sikh tradition. They also explore gender in Sikh
theology and society. One of the first works of its kind to bring together women and being Sikh, this volume engages with
issues like religion, rituals, literature, sexuality, and nationalism and their link with identity-formation of Sikh women. It
analyses significant issues of gender and religion and provides an empirical as well as theoretical structure to the debate.
In their introduction, Doris Jakobsh and Eleanor Nesbitt explore the myriad themes of studies on Sikh women an
emerging area for historians, sociologists, and anthropologists alike. They outline major developments and also break
new ground with empirical evidence from their research.
A guide to the religions of the world and to the concepts, movements, people, and events that have shaped them. It
includes features such as: entries on religious movements and concepts, historical and legendary figures, divinities,
religious sites and ceremonies; images that show sacred places, vestments, rituals, objects, and texts; and more.
The groups of people from various walks of life who travelled with Mohanji to experience this enigma called Kailash. This is their
story. This book could open up doors and windows and bring new light into the minds of spiritual seekers, curious thinkers,
travellers to Kailash or even a casual reader. Mount Kailash – the most powerful energy portal of earth. Kailash stands tall in the
horizons of various religions and spiritual paths as an ultimate goal and destination for its seekers. It challenges man to test the
death of his spiritual conviction. It literally moves mountains in endurance. Man versus Kailash could mean the ultimate realisation
that every man is indeed Kailash - in depth and mystery. The mystery and power of the yogi God, called Shiva overwhelms a man
to take up this journey of a lifetime against all odds. This is a life changing expedition. This is the ultimate test of faith. This is the
ultimate pilgrimage of man to his own eternal abode. 85 people travelled with Brahmarishi Mohanji in 2016 to Kailash, of which 18
pilgrims performed The Inner Kora. This is a compilation of their death defying stories filled with amazing grace that enabled them
to complete the journey and experience the ultimate joy of being in the lap of Shiva.
A translation of the ??vara G?t?, a parallel text to the Bhagavad G?t? that promotes religious inclusion. While the Bhagavad G?t?
is an acknowledged treasure of world spiritual literature, few people know a parallel text, the ??vara G?t?. This lesser-known work
is also dedicated to a god, but in this case it is ?iva, rather than K???a, who is depicted as the omniscient creator of the world.
Andrew J. Nicholson’s Lord ?iva’s Song makes this text available in English in an accessible new translation. A work of both
poetry and philosophy, the ??vara G?t? builds on the insights of Patañjali’s Yoga S?tra and foreshadows later developments in
tantric yoga. It deals with the pluralistic religious environment of early medieval India through an exploration of the relationship
between the gods ?iva and Vi??u. The work condemns sectarianism and violence and provides a strategy for accommodating
conflicting religious claims in its own day and in our own. “This is an excellent introduction to, and a sound scholarly translation of,
a foundational text. Andrew J. Nicholson is a first-rate scholar.” — Andrew O. Fort, author of J?vanmukti in Transformation:
Embodied Liberation in Advaita and Neo-Vedanta
Welcome to the revised version of Nakshatras. The journey from Ashwini to Revati is the journey of liberation, as we will try to find
out through this series of books. The first two nakshatras Ashwini and Bharani deal more with the early stages of evolution. On the
other hand, the last two nakshatras Uttarabhadrapada and Revati deal more with the final stages of evolution. Between the
beginning and completion of this journey, each soul crosses many levels and stages of evolution; represented by different
nakshatras. Through this series of books, we will try to understand the role of different nakshatras in shaping our personalities as
well as in indicating our stages of evolution at the beginning of various lives that we assume. This book features the last 13
nakshatras from Swati to Revati.
Our world has always been under the shadow of paranormal beings. Ever since the dawn of civilization, powerful races from
different dimensions have been pulling the strings on humanity. Modern day science calls them aliens, whereas different religions
identify them as either Gods or Demons. This war started eons ago in a period, now known as ‘Satyuga,’ when an elite fighter
race called ‘Gandharva,’ responsible for guarding the dimensional Gateways were attacked by an unknown entity. Adish and
Savarnik are living a perfectly normal life in Delhi. But a simple act of helping a stranger during one of their road trips sets into
motion a chain of events that pulls them into this simmering conflict. They are left fending for themselves as they encounter forces
beyond their comprehension and find themselves as pawns of this cross-dimensional war. The fate of not only their world but all
‘worlds’ hangs in the balance. Only Gods can save them. But who will save the Gods?
These 130 articles Aisan mythologies and cover such topics as Buddhist and Hindu symbolic systems, myth in pre-Islamic Iran,
Chinese cosmology and demons, and the Japanese conceptions of the afterlife and the "vital spirit". Also includes myths from
Turkey, Korea, Tibet, and Mongolia. Illustrations.
This handbook innovatively combines the ways in which scholars diverse fields (including philosophy, psychology, literary studies,
history, sociology, anthropology, political science, and economics) have integrated the study of Sikhism within critical and
postcolonial perspectives on the nature of religion.
This book contains brief descriptions of ancient Pagan deities and heroes. * Learn about ancient Pagan deities. * Learn about
ancient Pagan heroes.

Souls and Dreams is a collection of articles which can be read by the whole family as there is something in it for
everyone. The book addresses issues which are not really spoken about openly. It showcases emotions, issues and
ideologies in different genres of life and hopefully will sensitize and empower people to deal with the changes and equip
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them to handle the same. It will definitely be a catalyst for the much-required change in the ideologies of Society. In a
nutshell, Souls and Dreams sends out a message to each person “Don't let the past dictate who you are, but let it be a
part of who you want to be in the future”.
One of the three great gods of Hinduism, Siva is a living god. The most sacred and most ancient book of India, The Rg
Veda, evokes his presence in its hymns; Vedic myths, rituals, and even astronomy testify to his existence from the dawn
of time. In a lively meditation on Siva--based on original Sanskrit texts, many translated here for the first time--Stella
Kramrisch ponders the metaphysics, ontology, and myths of Siva from the Vedas and the Puranas. Who is Siva? Who is
this god whose being comprises and transcends everything? From the dawn of creation, the Wild God, the Great Yogi,
the sum of all opposites, has been guardian of the absolute. By retelling and interweaving the many myths that keep Siva
alive in India today, Kramrisch reveals the paradoxes in Siva's nature and thus in the nature of consciousness itself.
The Book Takes A Fresh Look At The Legacy Of Dr. G.S. Ghurye, A Pillar Of Indian Sociology. Through The Format Of
This Dictionary The Author Takes A New Path. It Has The Widest Coverage Of Ghurye`S World Through All His Works
And Papers. For The First Time The 80 Theses Done Under Him Have Been Documented In Short Entries. It Would
Lead The Serious Reader To Some Unexplored By Laws Of Ghureye`S World And Also Of Indian Sociology.
The comprehensive compendium The Third Gender: Stain and Pain is packed with prodigious research papers, articles
and case studies of well-versed academicians from all over India. The anthology addresses the myriad facets of a
transgender’s life. Their problems of social identity, inequality, marginalisation, social exclusion, health care issues,
documentation, education, unemployment, and poverty have been discoursed from social, political, economic, cultural
and jurisprudential along with scientific angles. The book incorporates not only the troubles and deplorable plights but
also intimates some resolutions that can mitigate the embarrassing abasements of the Third Gender.
When did you last wish upon a shooting star? Or desire something that might be out of the way? The universe will always
give you what you manifest in your mind. It's the cosmic kitchen. The rest shall only follow. Are you up for the
consequences? This narrative takes another look at the mad race that mankind takes part in for achieving whatever it
wants and gets trapped therein. People get transient happiness and a successful boost of ego from their wishes and the
exhaustion that might follow. To the Indian delight, everything we want to know is already in the epics. Here's a quick
comment on what the author believes is a wish-fulfillment trap. Mind over matter might be a very exciting game in the
beginning, but might cost you if you become a slave to your own mind.
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